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                                   Abstract
  In this paper， we construct Hilbert C’一bimodtiles for continuous graPhs whose vertexes are countable
1－dimensiona tori， and show some uniquness property of the C’一representation of these bimodules．
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1． lntroduction
  Pimsner ［P］ presented the canonical construction of C’一algebra from Hilbert C’一bimodules． We call this
the bimodule algebra associated with the original Hilbert C’一bimodule． This construction cbntains classical
finitely generated Cuntz－Krieger algebras and C＊一crossed produc七s by the ac七ion of integer Z． In［KPW1］，
we investigated the simplicity and ideal structure of the bimodule algebas， and presented examples related
with Jones index theory． ln ［KPW2］ we constructed a eountably generated Hilbert C’一bimodule which
bimodule algebra associates with is a countably generated Cuntz－Krieger algebra， and． studied simplicty
and ideal structure of them． In［KW2］， we treated a class of丘nite continuos graph whose components are
one dimensional tori originally treated by Deaconu ［D］． Deaconu treated C’一algebras associated these graphs
using the method of locally compact r－discrete groupoid． ・
  This paper is a some remark of ［KPW2］ and ［KW2］． We study the u．niquness of the C’一representation of
．bim・d・．1・・ass・・i・t・母with・・unt・bly i血ite c・unti・・u・g・aph・wh・・e c・mp・…t．・・e…dim・n・i・nal t・・i
using the method of ［KPW2］ and ［KW2］， and soirie minor modificatins．
2． Preliminary results
  In this section we review the fundamen’tal matters of Hilbert C’一bimodules and associated bimodule
algebras following ［KPWI］， ［KPW2］ and ［KW2］． Let A be a cr－unital C’一algebra and X be a fu11 and
countably generated right Hilbert C’一module． We denote LA（XA） as． the set of all adjointable linear
operat．ors on X， and KA（XA） as the set of all compact operators on X． Let ip ’be a non－degenerate
isometric ’一homomorphism from A to LA（・X）． We call this system （X， ip） a Hilbert A－A bimodule in this
paper．
  We ddine the bimodule algebra Ox from X following ［P］． Let F（X） be the Fock Hilbert A－A bimodule．
Let T． be the creation operator on F（．X） given by x E X． We denote Tx as the C＊一algebra generated
by ｛T．lx E X｝ and call this the Toeplitz Cr－algebra gen．erated by X． ln this paper we assume that
to（A） c KA（XA）． In this case， KA（F（X）） is contained in Tx． We put Ox ＝ Tx／KA（F（X））． We denote
Stl as the quotient image of T． in Ox． We calI this O歯the bi血odule aIgebra geherated by X．
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 We review about representations of Hilbert C＊一bimodules． Let D be a C’一algebra． Let TA be a ＊一
homomorphism from A to D and Tx be a contraction from X to D such that
7rx’ixa） ＝ 7rx（x）7rA（a）蝋（珈）A）＝πx（x）＊π（シ） （1）
for x， y E X and a E A． Then there exists a unique ＊一homomorphism TK from K ＝ KA（XA） to D such
that
                     TK （e，，．） ＝ Tx （y）Tx （y）’ Tx （kx） ＝ TK （k）Tx （x）
for x， y E X and k E K． We denote ey，．． as the one．． rank operator on X．
Definition 1． A triple （Tx s TA，D） satisfying （1） and
TK （ip（a）） ＝ TA （a）
for each a E A is called a representatio．n of Hilbert C’．bimodule （X， ip）．
Pimsner sbowed thgt for every representation of （X， ip） there． exists a ＊一hompmorphism ，from Ox． to D
extending 7ri， 7rA．
We denote F，，． as the norm closure of the linear span of ｛S．，…S．．Sy’．…Sy’，｝． By the condition
φ（A）⊂KA（XA）， we have a丘1tration Fr，r＋k⊂Fr＋1，r＋k＋1⊂…． We denote by塩）be the norm closure
of Uge＝oFr，r＋k． We call F（o） the AT－part of Ox in this example． There exist an action ry of T on Ox such
that ort（S．） ＝ tSx for t E T． We call this the gauge action on Ox． Using the gauge action or， we define a
conditional expectation Ex from’ Ox ・to’ F（o）．
3． Continuous Cuntz－Krieger algebras associated with count’ably infinite continuous graphs
  Let st be a countable disjoint union UI＝igi where each sti is isomotphic to a one dimensiorial torus T．
Following ［KW2］， we consider closed subsets qP’i F ｛（z，zP）lz E T｝ c T×T and CP’一i ＝ ｛（2P，z）lz E T｝’c
T × T for nonzero integer p． Let C be a closed subset of st × st where Ci，」一 一一 C（9i k st」一） is CPri ，CP’Ti or
empty set ¢． ’We always assume that for each i．．（resp a’） there exists a 」’ （resp i） such that’ Ci，，1 1 e． We also
・ssu血・・h・・f・・ea・h淵0・・≠の｝iS・丘・i…et・hd f・・ea・h．ゴ｛i1C，・」≠の｝i・a丘・i…e・・甲吻ll．・与i・thr
locally finite condition． We call these C a countable circle ’モ盾窒窒?唐垂b獅р?獅モ?D
W・pμt鳶0・（Ω），・nd・A・・b・・＊一sub・lgeb・a・f A・wh・’・e el・m・nt・vq・i・h・ut・id・丘・ite c・mp9…t’・♀・・
and・P・t・Ai－0（Ω・）1，・．0（T）・W・p・tぎ・・b・a・e七・f・・ntinug・・fu・・ti6・…σ．脚・e el・m・・t・V・nirh
outside finite Ci，」・． Then Xoo is made ’irito a pre Hilbert right A’module as folloWs． Let f， fi an．d f2 be in
Xoo， a E A．
（fi lf2）A（cv）’＝ 2 lil，一（ZIJTI一［I」cv 5’，cv）f2（Lv’，cv）
              w．；（w’，cv・）EC
（∫・α）（ω）＝ル）α＠）
W6 d・h・t・．Xa・七he c・甲・1・ti6・・f X6・with・r・p・・七・・tbi・・igh‘・A i・…p・QdV・1・．．F・・f・X・Q・ゆ． f A，
we define ip（a） ds follows．
                                 （ip（a）f） （w） 一 a（w）f（cv）
Then．ip（a） is ex．tended to・an element．in LA（．XA）， and ip．is a・ non degenerate ＊一isometric homomorphism．
Lemma 2．’ iiX’， ip） is ’a・ cdpritably generated Hilbert ． A－A bimodule and ip’iA） C KA（XA）．
 This lemma． follow．s from the． locally finite condition．
We may consttuct a countable basis using finite basis for nonzero Xi，」・’s． ln ［KW2］， we have already
defined a Hilbert C’一bimodule for a finite continuous graph， and we use the basis given there．
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Definition 3． We call this Hilbert A－A bimodule X the bimodule．corresponding to coun七able circle
correspondence．
We have proved some fundamental results about countably generated Hilbert C’一bimodules in’ ［KPW2］ ，
and use these in this paper．
As in ［D］ and ［KW2］， we shrink each torus to a point and collasp the corresponding edge to get a discrete
graph Gd． Thus we gonsideny’the．’countably infinite set £ ＝ ｛1，2，3，・・：｝ of discrete verticeS and the set
E＝｛（i，ゴ）∈Σ×Σ1C，，ゴ≠の｝of discrete edges． Discrete paths and loops． are defined as paths and loops in
the discrete graph Cd． We define discrete loops and simple discrete loops as in ［KW2］：
We define a rational number p（L） for a discrete loop L ＝＝ （io，ii，一一・，i，一i，io） following ［KW2］． We define
th・typ・・f．・di・c・ete edg・（i，ゴ）i・Gq by（P， t）if・Ci，ゴーOP，t，・nd d…t帥i・by（P（i，it（i，ゴ））・W・PUt
                   p（L） ＝ （p（io， il））t（ie ’ii） （p（il，’i2））t（ii ，i2） ． ． ． （p（i，・一 i， ib））t（is－i，io）
De伽ition 4．［KW2］Let五be a discrete loop． We call L is periodic if p（L）is equal to l or－1 and there
exists some k such that p（ih－i，ik） is not equal to 1 or 一1． A discrete loop L is expahsive if p（L） 〉 1 and
contractive if p（L） 〈 1． We say L is・trivial if lp（ikrm i，ik））1 ＝・1 for any k．
We consider the uniqueness prQperty of represent ations of bimodules in C’一algebras and・present a suMcient
condition of simplicity of bimodule algebra associated with these countable circle correspondences．
Definition 5． A countable circle correspondence C ’is called to satisfy the condition ”countable・circle free”
if every’ simple discrete loop without exit is not trivial．
We refet the （1）一free condition ’for bimodules from ［KW2］．
Definition 6． A countably generated Hilbert A－A bimodule （X， ip） is called to be （1）一free if there exists
q dense subset D c OX （algebraic elements） such that for each B E D with B ＝ 20M一＝一． B」 （B」 E
KA（XAopP＋」’CXAXP）））， for every 6 〉 O， there exists a contraction’P E Ox in a spectral subspace under the
gauge action of T on Qx satisfying the followings：
  1． For each o’ such that a’ itE O， 11PB，・P’Il S e holds．
  2r llPBoP’ll 2 llBoli 一e holds・
Proposition 7． lf a countable circle eorrespondence C ・satisfies ・the couhtable circle （1） condition， then the
・bimodule associated with C ’is （1）一free．
This is proved by showing that m－aperiodic points are dense for every m using Lemma 23 ［KW21，， and some
minor ’modification．
  The fbllowing Proposi七ion holds fbr general Hilbert C＊一bimodule such thatφ（A）⊂KA（XA）l and proved
in ［KPW2］ and ［KW2］．
Proposition 8． We assume that （X， ip） is （1）一free． Let g be a ＊一homomorphism from Ox to a C’ algebra
D such that the restriction of g to A is faithful． Then g is also faithful．
This proposition means representation of （X， ip） is unique in some sense． The proof is carried out by showing
that there exists a conditional expectation EP from g（Ox） to g（F（o）） which is compatible with EX and q
（［KPWI］）．
  Let C be a countable circle correspondence． A subset U in C is called hereditary if （cv， cv’） E C and Lv E U，
then cv’ E U． A subset U is called saturated if （cv， Lv’）’E U for all cv’ E U for all cv’ then cv is contained in U．
  A closed ideal 」 in A is called X－invariant if （xlip（a）y）A E ．J for every x， y E X and a E A． 」 is called
X－saturated if （xlip（a）y）A for all x， y E X implies’a E 」．
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  As ［KW21， we have the following．
Lemma 9．・ ［KW2］ Let 」 be closed two sided ideal in A and U be the open subset ’of st corresponding 」・
Then J is X－invariant if and only ifσis her’editary，．and J is．X－saturated if and only ifひis saturated・
  From these， we have the following Theorem．
Theorem． Assume ・that q countable circle・correspondence C satisfies countable circle （1）一condition． Let X
be a Hilbert C’一bimodule associated with C． Then every representation （Tl ， TA） of （X， ’ip） to a C’一algebra
D such that TA is faithful is extended to a faithful ＊一homomorphism from Ox to D．． Moreover， the bimodule
algebra Ox is simple if and ohly if every hereditary and saturated open subset ofΩisΩorの．
Remark le． lt is possible as in ［KW2］ to define countable circle （II）一condition and to class．ify all idealS
in the bimodule algebra corresponding to countable circle correspondences． But the circle （II） condition is
complicated because if the circle correspondence is finite and discrete graph associated with this satisfies
the （II）一free c6ndition in the sense of Cuntz－Krieger， the original countable circle correspondence need not
to satisfy the（II）一free condi七ion in bimodule sense。
Remark 11． It is not so di伍cult to generalize to n dimensional product type citcle correspondences．
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